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X-RAY FLUORESCENCE ANALYSIS OF GEOLOGICAL AND ENVIROMENTAL
SAMPLES

Vaclav Machacek, Praha, Czech Republic

X-Ray fluorescence(XRF) spectrometry methods can be, from the technical point of
view, divided in tree main group; wavelenght-dispersive - (WDXRF), energy-dispersive -
(EDXRF) and total reflection (TXRF) X-Ray fluorescence. All this tree type of XRF are used
for quantitative determination of elements start from B up to U. The limit of detection is about
in the range of ppm, or less, especially at TXRF - ppb for heavy elements. On the other side
there is possible to determinate the elements up to 100 %.

The advantage of these methods is the possibility to analysed solid-o liquid samples
with simple sample preparation.

Geology. The number of reviews in these area shows the significant use of XRF as an
analytical tools for determination major, minor and trace elements in rocks samples. The
methods were used for classification of rocks, soils and sediments. Typical applications are to
analyse soils, rocks, minerals and ores. The results of XRF are used for distribution of some
group of elements in geochemical research, for searching of row material etc.

Enviromental . A wide variety of samples in the enviromental field and pollution
control have been investigated by XRF. Air pollution on some filter, plant material, water,
organ tissue, plant material, vegetable foodstuffs can be analyzed after a simple preparatin.
Further sample material such ashes and soils can be added. In the last time was developed the
method for separation and XRF determination of Cr™ and Cr^ in water. TXRF can be
expected to play an important role in enviromental analysis as it already plays in wafer analysis
since pollution and contamination can be effectively detected by TXRF. Low detection limits
can be achieved for all elements with atomic number greater than 11 (Na) and about 20-25
elements can be detected simultaneously.


